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Introduction
● Polar provides a technology platform that premium publishers use to increase reach and
engagement with their direct-sold branded content programs. Visit www.polar.me for more info.
● This benchmark report is based on the aggregate performance and engagement data of branded
content programs run on Polar’s platform over the past year.
○ 6,165 branded content campaigns (programs)
○ 45,885 branded content creatives (posts/articles)
○ 18-billion premium native promotions for branded content
● Branded content refers to the sponsored, custom or partner content itself, also known as the postclick destination or landing page within a publisher’s environment. This is the page a user visits after
clicking on a native promotion.
● Some of 2,000 premium publisher brands that are Polar’s customers include:

Major Takeaways
◆

Engagement with branded content on smartphones is significantly higher than on
desktop and tablet. Combined with 127% higher CTR on smartphones, the big
opportunity for publishers and advertisers is clearly on mobile. We recommend
publishers continue to optimize branded content experiences for mobile first.

◆

Average time spent engaging with branded content is dramatically different across
publisher verticals and advertiser verticals.

◆

Publishers that partner with advertisers that align closely with the publishers core
audience and editorial nature are seeing significantly greater engagement with
branded content.
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132 seconds
Average time spent with branded content

45,885 branded content pages analyzed on Polar’s platform over the past year
Aggregate data across 8 publisher verticals, 8 advertiser verticals, 3 device platforms, 5 regions

Average Time Spent by Publisher Vertical
Average Time Spent with Branded Content By Publisher Vertical
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Average Time Spent by Publisher Vertical
Key Takeaway

Insights

● The more focused and specialized
the content, the more attentive the
reader. Likewise, the sponsored
content usually promoted within the
high performing verticals usually
aligns more closely with the
publisher’s brand. For example,
finance publishers will typically sell
branded content campaigns to
finance related brands, such as
mortgage or insurance brokerages.

● The finance vertical by far
experienced the highest time spent 2.4x higher than the average.
● Health, Sports and Special Interest
were all slightly above the average
● News, Travel and Lifestyle had the
lowest relative time spent, 45%
below the average

Average Time Spent by Advertiser Vertical
Average Time Spent with Branded Content By Advertiser Vertical
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Average Time Spent by Advertiser Vertical
Key Takeaway

Insights

● Consumer staples gravitate towards
content which is tangentially related
to their brand rather than clear callsto-action, thus the longer time
spent. Similarly with health-care and
energy there is a research and
showcase element which increases
dwell time.

● Consumer Staples slightly edges out
other categories for top spot,
performing 11% above average.
● Energy (3% > average), Health Care
(5% > average) and IT (average) all
follow.
● Consumer Discretionary comes in
last in Time Spent by a wide margin
(40% below average)
● While Financial publications have the
highest Time Spent for Branded
Content, Financial focused Branded
Content performs 20% below
average

Average Time Spent by Device Platform
Average Time Spent with Branded Content By Device Platform
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Average Time Spent by Device Platform
Key Takeaways
● Several factors can be attributed to
the smartphones dominance in timespent. The linear path of the reader
ensures there are less distractions
and less chances to click away from
the sponsored content. As well
content is increasingly tailor-made
for the format.
● Tablet devices role in the middle can
be attributed to responsive formats
occasionally rendering full desktop
versions, which may not load as
quickly on tablets, or provide more
avenues for the reader to disembark.

Insights
● Smartphone time spent is 63% higher
than desktop
● Desktop time spent is 54% lower than
the average
● Tablet time spent is 67% lower than
the average

Average Time Spent by Geo and Region
Average Time Spent with Branded Content By Geographic Region
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Average Time Spent by Geo and Region
Key Takeaways

Insights

● Lower numbers in the US and
Canada are an indication of the
maturation and saturation of the
market as users encounter more
branded content.

● Australia and UK audiences have the
highest time spent numbers as
adoption of Branded Content heats
up in those regions.

● Rest of world numbers will continue
to rise as more players are taking
advantage of the native formats in
those regions, as well as larger
publishers rolling their over-arching
sponsored content plans to their
titles in EMEA.

● Time Spent by audiences in Australia
is almost 2x that of the rest of world,
and well above global average.

Glossary - Vertical Definitions
Publisher Verticals

Advertiser Verticals

45,885
Branded content creatives analyzed

45,885 branded content creatives for over 6,165 branded content programs over the past year on
Polar’s platform

Growth of Campaigns on Polar’s Platform
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Growth of Campaigns on Polar’s Platform
Key Takeaway

Insights

● These numbers represent only the
growth of sponsored content on
publishers’ websites themselves, and
don’t account for other formats
through social formats.

● Branded Content campaign volume
increased 365% in Q1-2016 over
Q1-2015.

● There is little doubt that sponsored
content is cemented as a consistent
revenue source for the largest
publishers in North America, Europe
and Australia.

● Branded Content campaign volume
increased 67% in Q1-2016 over
Q4-2015.
● Increase attributed to the leveraging
of Polar’s MediaVoice scale features
as publisher’s branded content
business growth accelerated.

Branded Content Creatives
unique pieces of branded content
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Growth of Creatives on Polar’s Platform
Key Takeaway

Insights

● While the total number of creatives
in Q4-15 dipped, as the previous data
shows, the actual number of
campaigns still increased. This can be
attributed to publishers treading
water with demand during the busy
holiday season; brands and
marketers truly embraced sponsored
content in this past year’s media
plans.

● Branded Content campaign volume
increased 142% in Q1-2016 over
Q1-2015.
● Branded Content campaign volume
increased 72% in Q1-2016 over
Q4-2015.
● Increase attributed to the leveraging
of Polar’s MediaVoice scale features
as publisher’s branded content
business growth accelerates.
● Drop in Q4-2015 was due to
customers repeating the use of
existing creatives.

Creatives per Campaign - historical trend
Branded Content Creatives
unique pieces of branded content

Growth Of Branded Content Creatives On Polar’s Platform
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Creatives per Campaign - historical trend
Key Takeaway

Insights

● The flat trend over these last two
quarters reflects branded content
business moving out of
experimentation phase and locking
into best practices.

● On average, each Branded Content
campaign had 5.9 creatives (unique
branded content posts/articles) in
Q1-2016.

● Where as publishers were throwing
everything at the wall and seeing
what stuck, consistent testing,
editorial experience, and
optimization tools like Polar’s have
helped them refine how they initially
construct the promotional units for
sponsored content.

● The decline in the number of
creatives per campaign over the past
year reflects a greater focus on
quality versus quantity.

Distribution of Views across creatives
% Of Campaign Views That Went To The Most Popular Creative
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Distribution of Views across creatives
Key Takeaways

Insight

● The overall trend sees a rise as
the number of creatives gets to
4-5, and slowly tapers off (with a
few outliers) as the number
increases.

● Campaigns typically have one
creative out of a campaign that
is the clear winner in garnering
the most pageviews ( E.g. In a
campaign with 4 creatives, the
top creative got 50% of views
instead of 25%).

● This can be attributed to reader
fatigue (they are seeing the
same or similar content pointing
to story they’ve already engaged
with), or a slow down in creative
variation as the publisher loses
steam promoting the same
content repeatedly.

Average Time Spent (seconds)

Average Time Spent – Historical Trend
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Average Time Spent - historical trend
Key Takeaways

Insights

● Time spent decreased 21% from
Q1-15 to Q4-15, likely due to an
increase in the volume of branded
campaigns.

● Average Time Spent with branded
content has decreased 9% in
Q1-2016 over Q1-2015.

● Given the slow Q1 starts for
sponsored content, average-timesent has remained remarkably
consistent in the past year, as
publishers refine their programs and
display their expertise in the native
promotional format.

● Q1 engagement numbers
continually spike as compared to
previous quarters. This is correlated
with less campaigns being executed
during Q1 traditionally, thereby
reducing user fatigue.
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Polar has delivered more than 18-Billion premium native ads across 2,000+ global premium sites.
The data in this report is a subset of the aggregate data on Polar’s platform.
Download other Benchmark reports at polar.me/benchmarks
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